The environment at IU-Bloomington facilitates cross-cultural and interdisciplinary study, and emphasizes diversity of perspectives. Our department collaborates with a broad range of on-campus programs, including:

- Department of History & Philosophy of Science
- Medieval Studies Institute
- Renaissance Studies Program
- The Media School
- Institute for European Studies
- Kinsey Institute for Research in Sex, Gender, and Reproduction
- Institute for Digital Arts & Humanities
- Jacobs School of Music

IU offers competitive financial support packages in the form of fellowships and teaching assistantships, complete with health insurance, monthly stipends, and tuition remission, covering up to 95% of the credit hour fees. Our financial support packages are guaranteed for 4 or 5 years, and our students are often able to receive an additional year of funding through other University fellowships and awards.

Meet Our Faculty

Marco Arnaudo (PhD Harvard): Baroque and early modern literature in Italy, 20th and 21st century popular culture
Andrea Ciccarelli (PhD Columbia): 19th and 20th century poetry, narrative, and theatre
Colleen Ryan (PhD Indiana): Italian cinema, gender studies, teaching foreign language through theater
Massimo Scalabrini (PhD Yale): Renaissance and early modern literature and culture (lyric poetry, heroic and mock heroic poetry, macaronic literature)
Karolina Serafin (PhD Warsaw): Language pedagogy, online teaching
Alicia Vitti (DML Middlebury): Language pedagogy
Antonio Vitti (PhD Michigan): Italian cinema, modern Italian literature and culture, Italian emigration

Collaborations
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Life in Bloomington

Bloomington offers a diverse, lively, and multicultural community, active art and music scenes, and a beautiful and historic campus! IU-Bloomington was ranked the 15th most beautiful college campus in the U.S. by Best College Reviews in 2017, and the 4th Best Midwest Food Town by Midwest Living Magazine. Come see all that Bloomington has to offer! Funding is available for accepted applicants to come visit campus.

Resources

The Lilly Library at IU-Bloomington has excellent primary resources including medieval manuscripts, film archives (including those of Fellini, De Santis, and Lizzani), and comic books. The Wells Library holds over 4.6 million volumes and provides access to countless digital resources.

Where will IU take you?

Our Italian studies program has an excellent career placement record for PhD graduates. Here is where you can find some of our recent graduates:

- Notre Dame
- Ohio University
- Dickinson College
- U. of Connecticut
- U. of Wisconsin
- SUNY–Buffalo
- Pennsylvania State
- Newberry Library of Chicago
- Tulane University

Apply to Join us!

Website: frit.indiana.edu
Graduate Services: fritgs@indiana.edu
Telephone: 812-855-1088
Director of Graduate Studies: Professor Marco Arnaudo, marnaudo@indiana.edu
Deadlines for Fall 2019 Admission: December 1, 2018 (international) January 15, 2019 (domestic)